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Sherbet Queen Automatic 

Sherbet Queen Automatic Sherbet Queen Automatic outcompetes the vast majority of autoflowering strains when it comes to both flavour and
potency.  
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Price 
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Base price with tax 9,00 €

Price with discount 8,18 €

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price 9,00 €

Sales price without tax 8,18 €

Discount 

Tax amount 0,82 €
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Sherbet Queen started life as a daydream. Our breeding team wanted to continue setting the standard for top-tier autoflowering genetics, this
time with a variety that matches impressive potency with superb flavours. To achieve this, they started out with Pink Panties—the tasty progeny
of two zesty Kush varieties—which they decided to cross with Cookies Auto to add extra sweetness and autoflowering genetics to the mix.

After perfecting the cross over several generations, Sherbet Queen Automatic arrived in her final form with a genetic profile of 65% indica, 30%
sativa, and 5% ruderalis.

Growing Sherbet Queen Automatic: A Walk in the Park

Sherbet Queen Automatic delivers a respectable yield in a small and compact package. She makes a particularly excellent choice for beginner
growers looking for an easy introduction into cannabis cultivation. Indoor plants grow to between 70–100cm and produce an impressive
325–425g/m². To maximise your harvests, we recommended cultivating 4–6 plants in your growing space and using the ScrOG technique for
dramatically larger yields.

Outdoor plants grow to between 90–120cm. Watch her gorgeous buds display a heavy dusting of trichomes and orange-yellow pistils as the
season progresses. Prepare to harvest up to 150g/plant only 8–9 weeks after germination.

Effects, Aroma, and Flavour of Sherbet Queen Automatic: Embrace the Indica Dankness

These compact and sticky flowers pack a THC level of 20%. This, along with her indica-dominant genetics, gives rise to a body-slamming high
that eliminates physical tension on impact. Tastes of sweetness and fruit accompany every single toke, making this an indulgent treat you can
savour again and again.
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There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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